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ABSTRACT

The Meshless Lattice Boltzmann Method (MLBM) is a numerical tool that relieves the standard Lattice Boltzmann Method
(LBM) from regular lattices and, at the same time, decouples space and velocity discretizations. In this study, we investigate
the numerical convergence of MLBM in two benchmark tests: the Taylor-Green vortex and annular (bent) channel flow. We
compare our MLBM results to LBM and to the analytical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation. We investigate the method’s
convergence in terms of the discretization parameter, the interpolation order, and the LBM streaming distance refinement. We
observe that MLBM outperforms LBM in terms of the error value for the same number of nodes discretizing the domain. We
find that LBM errors at a given streaming distance δx and timestep length δ t are the asymptotic lower bounds of MLBM errors
with the same streaming distance and timestep length. Finally, we suggest an expression for the MLBM error that consists of
the LBM error and other terms related to the semi-Lagrangian nature of the discussed method itself.

Keywords: Lattice Boltzmann Method, meshless methods, radial basis functions, convergence analysis

1 Introduction
A challenging task preceding most computational fluid dynamics calculations is discretizing the domain. It often consists

of complex geometries, especially in flows through porous media1, biological structures2, past cars3 and marine vehicles4

which makes the use of irregular discretizations inevitable. In such cases, standard approaches, such as the Finite Volume
Method, need to perform intensive computations at the level of domain discretization, not only to place nodes in the domain
but also to connect them in such a way that they tessellate the space properly5. Thus, additional memory is required to store
information about the connectivity between nodes. Moreover, local, adaptive refinement of the discretization, which aims to
increase the solution accuracy only where necessary, implies costly mesh manipulations even during the simulation runtime. A
remedy for these issues is to use meshless methods in which domains are discretized with clouds of non-connected points6.
They allow for more freedom in the node placement in the domain, a less costly local refinement procedure due to the lack of
node connectivity information, and feasible formulation of high-order approximations. However, this comes at the cost of, for
example, conservation laws not being imposed explicitly on the solved equations. One of the meshless methods is the radial
basis functions (RBF) method7–9 where interpolation and derivatives approximation are performed in radial functions basis.

One does not need to solve the Navier-Stokes equation directly to obtain quantities such as fluid velocity and pressure.
The desired quantities can be calculated by solving Boltzmann’s transport equation (BTE). Lattice Boltzmann Method
(LBM)10 is a numerical tool for solving BTE that has in the last decades become a popular method of choice for simulating
transport phenomena. It is advantageous compared to the direct Navier-Stokes solution methods in terms of stability, ease of
parallelization, and simplicity of implementation. Applications range from porous media flows1, 11, 12, multiphase flows13, 14

including cavitating flows15 to the flow of semiclassical fluids16 and relativistic hydrodynamics17. In its standard formulation,
the LBM operates on regular square (in 2D) discretization (lattices) of the space, which is related to the discretization of particle
velocities. There are numerous works where the standard algorithm is extended to use unstructured discretizations to allow for a
better representation of the underlying geometry in the model and provides more freedom for the placement of the nodes inside
the domain. For example in18 a cylindrical mesh with second order interpolation is used to simulate flow around a cylinder,
whereas in19 rectangular meshes of various densities along with linear and quadratic interpolation are used to model the flow in
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a channel behind a sudden contraction. A method that utilizes Lagrange polynomials of various orders in periodic flows was
investigated in20. The approaches put forward in21 and22 use finite elements to solve the weak forms of the discrete Boltzmann
equation. A more general discussion on solving BTE with finite elements on unstructured discretizations is presented in23.

The authors of24 develop an MLBM algorithm capable of operating on clouds of scattered, non-connected points instead of
grids. This method uses radial basis function interpolation to solve the streaming step in a semi-Lagrangian way. Although
the original method seems promising and proves the numerical accuracy of the obtained results of the flow, its convergence
toward the analytical solution was neither tested nor discussed. Thus, in this work, we aim to address the question of the
spatial convergence of MLBM presented in24. In contrast to the original work, where regular or O-type grids were used, we
perform a systematic study using node sets more suited for meshless methods. For the benchmark, we choose two distinct flows:
the Taylor-Green vortex and a flow in an annular channel. For both, we use irregular spatial discretizations generated by the
algorithm from25 based on Poisson disk sampling. Our results show, that although LBM errors are in principle smaller, there
are regions in which MLBM outperforms it and may be a good alternative, especially in systems with irregular boundaries.

2 Methods
2.1 Lattice Boltzmann Method

Lattice Boltzmann Method10, 26 solves equations governing the evolution of discrete velocities distribution function:

fk(t +1,x) = f post
k (t,x+ ek′) (1)

where fk is the distribution function associated with the k-th streaming vector ek, k′ denotes the direction opposite to k
(ek =−ek′ ) and the superscript ’post’ denotes the post-collision distribution function. According to this notation, x+ek′ denotes
the neighbor of lattice node x lying one lattice site in the upstream direction ek from this node. Note that Eq. (1) is written
in non-dimensionalized form with the timestep length equal to 1. We use D2Q9 BGK model with 9 streaming directions
(k = 0,1, ...,8):

ek ∈ ((0,0),(1,0),(0,1),(−1,0),(0,−1),(1,1),(−1,1),(−1,−1),(1,−1)) (2)

which imposes the use of a square lattice. Refer to Fig. 1 for a graphical representation of the LBM lattice and streaming
directions. The mentioned model uses f post

k in the form suggested by Bhatnagar, Gross and Krook (BGK)27:

f post
k = fk(t,x)−

1
τ

[
fk(t,x)− f eq

k (t,x)
]

(3)

where τ , the so-called relaxation time, determines the characteristic timescale of the particle populations reaching local
equilibrium. The equilibrium distributions f eq

k are expressed as:

f eq
k (t,x) = ωkρ

[
1+

ck ·u
c2

s
+

(ck ·u)2

2c4
s

− u2

2c2
s

]
(4)

where cs = 1/
√

3 denotes the lattice speed of sound. ωk is the weight specific to the kth streaming direction:

ω =

(
4
9
,

1
9
,

1
9
,

1
9
,

1
9
,

1
36

,
1
36

,
1
36

,
1

36

)
. (5)

The nondimensionalized kinematic viscosity of the modeled fluid can be calculated as νlb = (τ −0.5)/c2
s . Macroscopic density

and velocity, ρ =ρ(t,x) and u=u(t,x) respectively, at time t and point x, are obtained from discrete populations:

ρ =
q
∑

k=1
fk

u = 1
ρ

q
∑

k=1
fkek

(6)

In the numerical implementations, at each time step, Eq. (3) is first calculated to obtain the values of the post-collision
distribution function (collision step). Then, (1) advects post-collision distributions to neighboring nodes (streaming step).
Because lattice nodes x coincide with the departure/arrival nodes of the streaming step, transport is purely Lagrangian and
amounts to an index shift in the distribution function array.
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2.2 Radial Basis Functions interpolation
We use meshless interpolation in radial functions basis to perform the semi-Lagrangian streaming step of the LBM. Consider

a set of N points in d-dimensional Euclidean space xi∈Rd , i = 1,2, . . . ,N forming a set X = {x1,x2, . . . ,xN}. Each point can
be assigned a set XL ⊂ X , L = 1, ...,N of its closest neighbors, including the node itself. We denote NL members of XL as xL

i ,
i = 1, ...,NL. We assume that in every set XL the first node xL

1 ≡ xi and we call this node the stencil center. We also assume that,
at every point x ∈ X we know the value fi ≡ f (xi) of the interpolated function f . In our case, these are the nine distribution
functions introduced in the previous section. In each of XL sets one can construct local RBF interpolants FL:

FL(x) =
NL

∑
i=1

γ
L
i φ

L
i (x)+

NP
L

∑
j=1

π
L
j pL

j (x)≈ f (x) (7)

where φ L
i (x)≡ φi(|x− xL

i |)≡ φi(r) and pL
j (x) are radial functions and polynomials forming the RBF and polynomial subsets of

the interpolation basis, respectively. γL
i and πL

i are coefficients of the linear combination of the interpolation basis elements. It
can be written in vector form as:

FL(x) =
[
γ

T
L ,π

T
L
]
·φ L ≈ f (x) (8)

where coefficient vectors γL and πL are given as:

γL =


γL

1

γL
2
...

γL
NL

 , πL =



πL
1

πL
2
...

πL
NP

L


(9)

and φ L is the vector of XL’s basis functions values at point x:

φ L(x) =
[
φ

L
1 (x), ...φ

L
NL
(x), pL

1(x), ...p
L
NP

L
(x)

]T
(10)

Vectors γL and πL are determined in each set XL by the following set of collocation equations:

ΦL ·
{

γL
πL

}
=

[
RL PL
PT

L 0

]
·
{

γL
πL

}
=

{
f L
0

}
(11)

where 0 is either a NP
L ×NP

L matrix of zeros or NP
L -element vector of zeros and f L is an array of the interpolated function values

at XL members:

f L =
[

f (xL
1), ..., f (xL

NL
)
]T

. (12)

The RBF interpolation matrix RL and the polynomial interpolation matrix PL are given as

RL =


φ L

1 (x
L
1) φ L

2 (x
L
1) · · · φ L

NL
(xL

1)

φ L
1 (x

L
2) φ L

2 (x
L
2) · · · φNL(x

L
2)

...
...

. . .
...

φ L
1 (x

L
NL
) φ L

2 (x
L
NL
) · · · φ L

NL
(xL

NL
)



PL =


pL

1(x
L
1) pL

2(x
L
1) · · · pL

NP
L
(xL

1)

pL
1(x

L
2) pL

2(x
L
2) · · · pNP

L
(xL

2)

...
...

. . .
...

pL
1(x

L
NL
) pL

2(x
L
NL
) · · · pL

NP
L
(xL

NL
)



(13)

Transforming Eq. (11), the coefficient vectors can be written as:{
γL
pL

}
= Φ

−1 ·
{

f L
0

}
(14)
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with the use of which one can rewrite Eq. (8) as:

FL(x) =
(

Φ
−1 ·

{
f L
0

})
·φ L(x)≈ f (x) (15)

and by rearranging terms:

FL(x) =
(
Φ

−1 ·φ L(x)
)
·
{

f L
0

}
= wL(x) ·

{
f L
0

}
≈ f (x) (16)

In this manner, one defines the value of interpolant FL at an arbitrary point x in terms of the interpolated function values f L and
the shape vector wL(x).

2.3 Meshless LBM with RBF interpolation
We use the D2Q9 BGK LBM model and solve the streaming step in a semi-Lagrangian way using RBF interpolation.

Because departure nodes (x+ ek′ in Eq. (1)) need no longer to coincide with the lattice points we find it more convenient to
introduce streaming length δxML and timestep length δ t, both in physical units, to describe the model. In this manner lattice
directions ek are substituted with lattice velocities ck = ekδxML/δ t. To relate meshless and standard LBM setups to one another,
one can introduce the standard LBM discretization parameter δx=L0/NL where L0 is some physical reference length and NL is
the number of lattice nodes discretizing it and compare δxML with δx. It is also necessary to distinguish between Eulerian
nodes, where the values of distribution functions are stored and where collisions take place, and Lagrangian nodes, which serve
only as departure nodes for distribution functions during streaming (see the right subplot of Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Left: a regular LBM grid discretizing a circle (dashed line) with a zoom at a local neighborhood of a discretization
node. Note that the boundary is discretized in a stair-shaped manner (blue squares). Right: a meshless discretization of the
same geometry results in nodes lying exactly on the boundary. Local neighborhoods are build for each node similar to the
lattice approach but with the streaming directions ek replaced by streaming velocities ck.

In the semi-Lagrangian approach, the collision step is performed, due to its local nature, in the same way as in the standard
LBM - in each Eulerian point. Streaming step, solved in a semi-Lagrangian way consists of interpolating the values of
distribution functions from Eulerian to Lagrangian nodes and then advecting the interpolated distributions to the target Eulerian
nodes. Refer to Figure 2 for a graphical interpretation of the above three steps. Giving up the Lagrangian nature of the streaming
step decouples velocity and space discretizations since Lagrangian nodes positions x+ ckδ t = x+δxk′ need not to coincide
with any of Eulerian nodes.

To perform interpolation we find the closest Eulerian neighbor of each Lagrangian point and determine the members of its
stencil. Then, the interpolation of the distribution functions to each Lagrangian point is performed within this stencil. We use
stencils of size NL=25. Interpolation basis consists of cubic RBFs (φ(r) = r3) augmented with two-dimensional polynomial
sets P2

i of orders i = 2,4:

P2
2 =

{
1,x,y,x2,xy,y2}

P2
4 = P2

2 ∪
{

x3,x2y,xy2,y3,x4,x3y,x2y2,xy3,y4} . (17)

The size of the polynomial subset of the interpolation basis introduced in Eq. (7) is equal to the power of P2
i : NP

L =
∣∣P2

i

∣∣.
Inverting local interpolation matrices ΦL is performed using LU decomposition28, 29 with partial pivoting implemented in the
PartialPivLU solver of the Eigen library30. The complete algorithm of the meshless LBM is presented in Appendix A.
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Figure 2. The procedure performed at a single timestep of the meshless LBM algorithm. Circles represent Eulerian points,
squares denote Lagrangian points. A dashed loop encloses the stencil of a Lagrangian node which consists of the 9 closest
neighbors of the Lagrangian node (blue circles). The interpolated distribution function is streamed to the Eulerian point lying at
the center of the presented square lattice.

3 Results

We consider the Taylor-Green vortex flow as a benchmark test31. It is a popular flow problem devoid of walls and is
thus suitable for the study of the convergence of numerical methods with no errors introduced by factors other than periodic
boundary conditions. The domain is a two-dimensional square D = [0,1]× [0,1] with periodic boundary conditions. The
velocity field of the flow is given by:

utrue(t,x,y) =U0 cos2πx sin2πye(−2νk2t)

vtrue(t,x,y) =−U0 sin2πx cos2πye(−2νk2t)
, t ≥ 0 (18)

with scaling parameter k=2πL dependent on the domain side length L=1, the velocity magnitude U0 =1 and kinematic
viscosity ν = 1.

In the meshless formulation, periodicity is implemented through a periodic search of the closest Eulerian neighbors and
interpolation stencil members. The domain is discretized with an irregular point cloud obtained from the algorithm25 based on
Poisson disk sampling implemented in the Medusa library32. After nodes generation, we run several relaxing iterations so that
the nodes are distributed more uniformly, particularly to eliminate artifacts introduced by domain corners. Fig. 3 shows the
point clouds used in the calculations.

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
x

0.0

0.2
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0.6
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1.0

y

0.0
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1.0

|U
|

Figure 3. Left: the h=1/20 meshless domain used in Taylor-Green vortices test. A dashedline denotes the periodic boundary.
Orange points are the members of the stencils of the two blue points. Right: a velocity map and vectors of the initial condition
of the Taylor-Green vortex. For a clearer visualization of vectors a coarser discretization was used here compared to the left
plot.

We use two measures of discretization refinement for the meshless LBM. The first is the square root of the number of
Eulerian nodes in the domain, which is inversely proportional to the average distance between Eulerian nodes,

√
N ∼ h−1. This
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directly affects the interpolation accuracy. The other is the streaming distance δxML, which determines the LBM-related errors
of the meshless formulation (see Fig. 4). In the standard LBM, the solution error depends only on the square root of the number
of nodes in the domain

√
N. At the same time,

√
N is a measure of computational and memory demands of each method and

will be used as the main parameter for the comparison between them during the discussion on accuracy.

h

Eulerian point

Lagrangian point

Figure 4. Left: in the meshless LBM the streaming distance δxML (vertical axis) and the interpolation refinement h (horizontal
axis) can be altered independently. The choice of these two parameters influences errors introduced by the Boltzmann equation
spatial discretization and the interpolation step, respectively. Middle and right: log10 of L2 error norm (Eq. (19)) of the
u-component of velocity for the two orders of polynomial subset of the interpolation basis.

For the meshless LBM we use δxML = 1/10,1/40,1/160 and h = 1/10,1/20,1/40,1/80,1/160,1/320. For the standard
LBM we use δx = 1/10,1/20,1/40,1/80,1/160. Such choice of h and δx gives a comparable number of nodes discretizing
the domain in each method (the meshless discretizations used have approximately 15% less nodes than the regular ones with
δx=h). We also note that the values of δxML form a subset of δx values which allows for an easier investigation of the
LBM-related errors of the meshless approach. To match time discretizations we set δ t = 10−3 for δxML,δx = 1/10. To prevent
the loss of the second order convergence in δxML,δx due to compressibility errors we perform diffusive scaling δ t ∝ δx2

ML,δx2.
For both LBM variants we use τ = 0.8.

The initial condition for the distribution functions was given by the equilibrium populations (Eq. (4)) parameterized with
the macroscopic fields from Eq. (18) at t=0 (see Fig. 3).

For the error measure we choose the normalized discrete norm of u-velocity error at time tend (see e.g.33, 34):

L2 =

√
N
∑

i=1

(
utend

i −utend
i,true

)2

√
N
∑

i=1

(
utend

i,true

)2
(19)

where the subscript i denotes the value of a variable at node xi. By transforming the exponential terms in Eq. (18) we choose:

tend =
ln10
2νk2 (20)

which corresponds to the time, when the vortices have decayed to 10% of their initial magnitude.
The middle and the rightmost plots of Fig. 4 show maps of log10 L2 for the meshless LBM solution in the space of the

discretization parameters δxML,
√

N and h. Each subplot concerns different order of the polynomial part of the interpolation
basis. The vertical and bottom horizontal axes are aligned in the same manner as in the leftmost plot, and both maps share the
same color scale. It is observed that increasing the order of the polynomial basis results in a decrease in the errors, which is most
pronounced in the coarse

√
N region. For a sufficiently small δxML there is clear error convergence with h refinement for both

polynomial augmentations. However, for larger values of δxML, error convergence occurs only up to a certain point and then
stops. A similar error behavior occurs for smaller values of

√
N and refinement of δxML. For the most refined δxML and largest

h even a divergence of the errors is observed, especially for P2
2 . Tests performed with orders of the polynomial augmentation

below 2 did not yield satisfactory results in the concerned range of δxML and
√

N values and thus will be excluded from further
discussion.
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Fig. 5 shows the same data compared with the error of the standard LBM (black symbols and a solid line). Each column
corresponds to a different order of polynomial augmentation and each row concerns a separate δxML value. Here we use

√
N

as the discretization refinement parameter for both methods - compare with the top horizontal axes in Fig. 4. We begin by
analyzing δxML=1/160 results (bottom row). For P2

4 (right column) the cessation of meshless convergence is observed as
early as for

√
N ≈ 80. The meshless error reaches then the value of the standard LBM error with

√
N=160. This discretization

refinement in the standard LBM gives the streaming distance δx = 1/160 which is equal to the used meshless streaming
distance δxML = 1/160. From this point, continuing the refinement of

√
N gives no further convergence of the meshless

error. In addition, for P2
4 the meshless LBM achieves lower errors than the standard LBM for the same number of nodes

(green symbols lying below the black curve) for
√

N≈1/40 and 1/80. For P2
2 (left column), the meshless LBM error for

δxML=1/160 reaches the mentioned LBM error only at
√

N≈1/320. However, it surpasses this value at
√

N ≈ 1/160 (a green
symbol lying lower than the bottommost black dot). This may be explained by the fact that interpolation and LBM-related
errors of similar magnitudes cancel each other out. The meshless errors for δxML = 1/40 (middle row) behave very similarly to
those just described, and their lower bound in the case of a sufficiently refined interpolation discretization (large

√
N) is the

standard LBM error at
√

N = 40. In the case of δxML = 1/10 (top row), the corresponding standard LBM error is reached
already for the second coarsest

√
N. We also note that in the convergent regime of

√
N the meshless results exhibit a higher rate

of convergence than that of the standard LBM (which is of the 2nd order).

10 20 40 80 160 32010−6

10−4

10−2

L 2

22

LBM
δxML=1/10

10 20 40 80 160 32010−6

10−4

10−2

L 2

LBM
δxML=1/40

10 20 40 80 160 320
√N

10−6

10−4

10−2

L 2

LBM
δxML=1/160

10 20 40 80 160 32010−6

10−4

10−2

24

LBM
δxML=1/10

10 20 40 80 160 32010−6

10−4

10−2

LBM
δxML=1/40

10 20 40 80 160 320
√N

10−6

10−4

10−2

LBM
δxML=1/160

Figure 5. The convergence of L2 error norm (Eq. (19)) of the u-component of velocity for the Taylor-Green vortex test.
Meshless LBM results (large symbols) are compared with standard LBM results (small symbols). A black solid line connecting
the standard LBM results acts as a guide for the eye. Each column corresponds to a different polynomial subset P2

i of the
interpolation basis, each row corresponds to a different meshless LBM streaming distance δxML.

Fig. 6 shows log10 of the spatial distributions of the velocity magnitude relative error at time tend:

e(xi)≡ ei =

∣∣∣ ∣∣U tend
i

∣∣− ∣∣∣U tend
i,true

∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣∣U tend
i,true

∣∣∣ , |Ui|=
√

u2
i + v2

i (21)

for the standard LBM and the meshless LBM obtained with the two polynomial augmentations P2
2 and P2

4 . The standard
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LBM results use discretizations of
√

N=11,41,161 such that the nodes do not coincide with zero-velocity coordinates. For the
meshless LBM, each row corresponds to a constant δxML and each column corresponds to a constant

√
N. For the meshless

LBM, 0.5% of the points with the highest and lowest ei error values are excluded from the visualization. These are nodes
with near-zero true velocity magnitudes. Standard LBM errors exhibit a spatial distribution that is symmetric with respect to a
rotation about π/2 angle around the domain center (0.5;0.5) regardless of

√
N. It can be explained by the same symmetry of

the analytical solution, Eq. (18). Four areas in the shape of 0.5×0.5 squares centered at stagnant velocity points (intersections
of the dashed lines in Fig. 6) can be clearly distinguished from the error patterns. Let us now relate this observation to the
meshless LBM results, starting from the P2

4 case (the middle plot of Fig. 6). The same spatial pattern of the ei error distribution
is also observed here for the finest Eulerian points density

√
N ≈160 (the rightmost column). With a decrease in

√
N this

spatial pattern seems to disappear in favor of some other spatial distribution of errors. This occurs at
√

N ≈ 40 and
√

N ≈ 80
for δxML = 1/160. For P2

2 the error spatial pattern similar to that of the standard LBM is visible only for the finest
√

N and
the largest δxML. Regardless of the order of polynomial augmentation, whenever the standard LBM error pattern appears
in the meshless solution, the magnitude of the errors is approximately the same as that in the standard LBM with a similar
number of nodes

√
N. A possible explanation for these phenomena is that for relatively high accuracy of the interpolation

(high order of P2
i and fine

√
N) and large δxML, the LBM-related errors of the meshless solution are much higher than the

interpolation errors, thus the LBM-like spatial pattern is visible. On the other hand, for low accuracy of the interpolation and
low LBM-related errors (low order of P2

i , coarse
√

N, and small δxML) interpolation errors take over LBM-related errors and
a pattern characteristic of the former is visible.

To demonstrate the convergence of the discussed method in the presence of a body force and curved boundaries, we
investigate a two-dimensional flow inside an annular channel. The channel walls are circles of radii R1=1 and R2 = 2 centered
at the origin. The flow is forced with a constant acceleration g = (0,g) in polar coordinates (r,φ). We implement the body
force as an additional term in the collision operator, as suggested in35:

f post
k = fk(t,x)−

1
τ

[
fk(t,x)− f eq

k (t,x)
]
+ωk

ek ·g
c2

s
, (22)

and use the value of g = 10−6. We apply no-slip boundary condition to the stationary walls of the channel. We assume
incompressibility of the fluid, zero radial component of velocity vectors in the whole domain, and rotational symmetry of the
velocity and pressure field. The analytical solution of the Navier-Stokes equation with these assumptions is:

u(r) =−G(r2 −αr+
β

r
)

where

G =
gφ

3ν
, α =

R2
1 +R1R2 +R2

2
R1 +R2

, β =
R2

1R2
2

R1 +R2
,

(23)

We perform a series of meshless LBM simulations with the streaming distance δxML =1/160 and Eulerian nodes spacing
h = 1/10,1/20,1/40,1/55,1/80 and 1/110. We set the relaxation time to τ = 1. We use a multireflection bounceback
suggested by Ginzburg and d’Humières36. In the meshless LBM, we place the boundary nodes exactly on the boundaries, so
the multireflection bounceback reduces to assigning post-streaming population of the opposite lattice direction to the unknown
populations:

fk(t +1,x) = fk′(t +1,x) = f post
k′ (t,x+ ek) (24)

The stencil size is NL = 15 and we use second-order polynomial augmentation for the interpolation. The initial condition is
equilibrium distributions for zero macroscopic velocity at each node. The simulation was iterated until the relative u-velocity
residual at a given timestep fell below 10−10 or up to 5 · 105 iterations. The measure of error is L2 norm (Eq. (19)) of the
velocity magnitude.

Fig. 7 shows the convergence of ML-LBM error as a function of
√

N (square root of the number of Eulerian nodes).
Similarly to the Taylor-Green vortex test, the error convergence has an above-second-order rate for coarser grids, and for the
finer ones it reaches its lower limit. One may stipulate that this lower limit would be the error of the standard LBM with
δx = 1/160 and third order (based on the convergence slope in Fig. 7) interpolation in the multireflexion bounceback.

4 Discussion
To explain the observations on the relation between the meshless and the standard LBM error in the absence of walls and

body force, we take a look at Eq. (2.81) in37 where the standard LBM error is expressed as:

ELBM = (Eδx +Eδ t +EMa) = O(δx2). (25)
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Figure 6. A spatial distribution of relative errors Eq. (21) of the velocity magnitude for the standard LBM (top), and the
meshless LBM with polynomial augmentation of the second (middle) and fourth (bottom) order.

Partial errors Eδx, Eδ t , EMa are related to space discretization, time discretization, and compressibility, respectively. The last
equality above holds when the diffusive scaling of a timestep δ t ∝δx2 is used. Keeping in mind the semi-Lagrangian nature of
the streaming step of the discussed meshless LBM one can introduce to Eq. (25) an error term characteristic to semi-Lagrangian
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Figure 7. Results of the annular channel flow. Left: the convergence of L2 error norm (Eq. (19)) of the u-component of
velocity. Filled dots denote meshless LBM results and the dashed line represents the 3rd order of convergence. Right: velocity
magnitude field and a few chosen velocity vectors obtained from the meshless LBM simulation.

numerical methods38, 39:

ESL = O

(
δxk +

hp+1

δx

)
(26)

where k depends on the timestepping method used for solving the transport (streaming) step and p is the order of interpolation.
In such a way one arrives at the meshless LBM error dependent on the streaming distance δxML:

ERBF-LBM = O

(
δx2

ML +δxk
ML +

hp+1

δxML

)
. (27)

From the above equation, several phenomena might be predicted. First, decreasing only the semi-Lagrangian part of the
error (δxk

ML+hp+1/δxML), which in our case amounted to
√

N and P2
i refinement, leads to error convergence stagnation,

since the LBM-related part (∼δx2
ML), ruled by δxML and δ t, does not fall then and eventually becomes much larger than

the semi-Lagrangian streaming errors. Second, decreasing the streaming distance δxML without accordingly decreasing the
Eulerian points distance h or increasing the interpolation order leads to the divergence of the last term in the asymptotic
expression in Eq. (27). Meshless LBM errors at a certain δxML being lower than standard LBM errors with the same δx = δxML
may be explained by cancellations of errors introduced by the semi-Lagrangian and LBM terms in Eq. (27). This, however, is
visible only when semi-Lagrangian and LBM errors are of similar orders of magnitude. Finally, the meshless LBM can be
expected to give lower errors than the standard LBM with the same number of nodes

√
N only when the order of interpolation

p+1 is higher than 2 and with sufficiently small δxML.
The detailed analysis of the error in the case when walls and a body force are present is beyond the scope of this work.

Nevertheless, the presented results of the annular channel flow support the previous findings that the discussed meshless LBM
variant is convergent in this case as well. The fact that the error convergence stops for some Eulerian discretization refinement
suggests that the meshless LBM error relation from Eq. (27) holds also in the presence of walls and body force. The exact value
of the lower bound of the meshless LBM error should here depend not only on the standard LBM discretization δx, but also on
the implementation of the body force and the no-slip boundaries. According to Guo and others40 the forcing scheme used in the
present study gives error in Navier-Stokes solution proportional to ∂g/∂ t, ∇ ·g and ∇ ·gu. Since for the body force used in our
study and for the resulting velocity field (Eq. (23)) the three terms are zero, we find it reasonable to assume that the contribution
of the forcing scheme to the error of the macroscopic solution is negligible. Concerning the used bounceback scheme it is not
trivial to assess the impact of the implemented multireflection method on the solution error. A comparison with the standard
LBM solution with the third-order interpolation in the multireflection bounceback can give some hints into this matter. In
practice, the implementation itself can be troublesome, since without the use of e.g. scattered nodes approximation methods,
the interpolation stencils have to be adjusted to the local wall normal (even when the symmetries of the lattice discretizing the
channel were exploited).

In19 the authors performed a convergence study of off-grid LBM with linear and quadratic interpolation on rectangular grids
and noted the need for the interpolation to have at least the second order of convergence for interpolation errors do not outweigh
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LBM errors (compare the exponents 2 and p+1 in Eq. (27)). From their results, one can estimate the orders of convergence as
approximately equal to 1.6 when the quadratic interpolation is used. In the present study, the order of convergence for sole
interpolation was higher than two for both polynomial augmentation sets P2

2 , P2
4 (see Fig. 8). As mentioned in Section 3

using a lower-order polynomial augmentation resulted in the lack of a regular behavior of errors in the large
√

N limit. However,
a direct comparison of our results and19 is difficult since there the standard LBM results were used as a reference for calculating
the off-grid LBM errors. Similarly, the authors of20 used Lagrange polynomials on quadrilateral and hexahedral finite elements
to perform the interpolation step in an off-grid LBM scheme. Our results are compliant with their findings on the above
2nd-order convergence of velocity error.
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Figure 8. Convergence of the interpolation errors of a function f (x,y) = 0.01sin2πxcos2πy using the same point clouds,
stencil size and polynomial subsets of the interpolation basis as in the meshless LBM setups. The interpolation takes place at
Lagrangian nodes not coincident with the Eulerian points with the streaming distance δxML = 1/10. Dashed lines denote the
slopes of the 2nd and the 5th order convergence. The error measure is given by Eq. (19).

The authors of41 performed a similar error convergence study of an off-grid LBM using the Eulerian approach to solve the
streaming step. They report the second-order convergence of L2 velocity error norm in the Taylor-Green vortex test in the case
of using point clouds of Cartesian arrangement (Fig. 3. therein). On the contrary to the present study, those results are obtained
with the streaming distance scaled proportionally to the minimal distance between Eulerian points (i.e. δ t ∝ h/|ci|max with
constant ci). Along with the lack of any analysis of the order of convergence of the used operator approximation techniques
this makes it difficult to tell whether the second-order convergence of the mentioned L2 norm comes from approximation or
LBM-related errors convergence. On the other hand, when the authors of41 used irregular discretizations (Fig. 4 therein) they
obtained above- or below-second-order convergence of the said error norm, depending on the approximation method. This
may indicate that the observed convergence is related to the operator approximation error. The convergence results presented
in two works of Musavi and Ashrafizaadeh (Fig. 1. in42 and Fig. 6. in43) show an error saturation phenomenon similar to
the one discussed in the present paper. Our and their results suggest that augmenting the standard LBM with some kind of
numerical approximation leads to the saturation of errors regardless of the numerical scheme used to solve the streaming step.
We also note that our study concerns a wider range of Eulerian points spacings h than in42, 43, and thus we observe a cessation
of convergence. We could expect the same in42, 43 if their study was continued for smaller h. However, one needs to be aware
that Pribec41 and Musavi and Ashrafizaadeh42, 43 use Eulerian scheme for the streaming step and thus an application of the
present conclusions to them should be done with caution.

The further development of the MLBM methods is possible. They can be effectively used in complex LBM models e.g.
Shan-Chen single-component multiphase model44. In such approaches the interactions between the fluid particles are encoded
in the fully local collision operator, which is not affected by any changes made to the streaming step. Moreover, meshless
formulation of LBM, with discretization nodes lying exactly on the boundaries, has a potential to simplify the calculation of
wall normals, which is known to be problematic in the standard LBM, see e.g. work by Matyka et al.45.
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5 Conclusions

We show that in the absence of walls and body forces the error of the semi-Lagrangian meshless LBM presented in24

is convergent in the two discretization parameters:
√

N which controls the interpolation error and δxML accounting for the
LBM-related error (Fig. 4). We show numerically that the lower bound on the meshless LBM error obtained with some value
of δxML is the value of the error of the standard LBM obtained with the discretization giving streaming distance δx = δxML
(Fig. 5). We observe that increasing the order of interpolation via higher order polynomial augmentation results in a quicker
convergence of the meshless LBM error to the said lower bound. In some cases, the meshless LBM can reach significantly lower
errors than the standard LBM with the same number of nodes discretizing the domain. We show that the spatial distribution of
meshless LBM errors reflects two regimes of the

√
N,δxML discretization: one dominated by interpolation errors and the other

- by LBM-related errors (Fig. 6). Finally, we demonstrate that a similar behavior of the error norm convergence is visible when
curved walls and a body force are present.
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Algorithm 1 Semi-Lagrangian meshless LBM algorithm (in the absence of walls and body force)
1: Data: Set of Eulerian nodes, simulation parameters;
2: for all Eulerian points xi do
3: Initialize the macroscopic variables ρi, ui and vi (Eq. (18));
4: Find stencil members xL

i ;
5: for each lattice velocity ck do
6: Initialize the k-th distribution function with the equilibrium distribution f eq

k parameterized with the initial macro-
scopic variables (Eq. (4));

7: Determine the position of the k-th Lagrangian node xi +δ tck;
8: Find the closest Eulerian neighbor of the k-th Lagrangian node;
9: Calculate shape vector wL(xi +δ tck) for the k-th Lagrangian node (Eq. (16));

10: end for
11: end for
12: for the prescribed number of timesteps do
13: procedure COLLIDE
14: for all Eulerian points xi do
15: for each lattice velocity ck do
16: Calculate the value of the equilibrium distribution f eq

k (Eq. (4));
17: Calculate the value of the post collision distribution f post

k (Eq. (3));
18: end for
19: end for
20: end procedure
21: procedure STREAM
22: for all Eulerian points xi do
23: for each Lagrangian point xi +δ tck do
24: Interpolate f post

k′ to xi +δ tck (Eq. (16));
25: Overwrite fk′(xi) (the k′-th distribution at xi) with the interpolated f post

k′ (xi +δ tck) (Eq. (1));
26: end for
27: Update the values of the macroscopic variables (Eq. (6));
28: end for
29: end procedure
30: end for
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